Schemes are described for injecting the 23 MHz cw Hbeam from the TRIUMF 500 MeV cyclotron efficiently into a 30 Hz rapid-cycling synchrotron. We have considered extraction of 100-200 turn pulses from TRIUMF followed by multiturn injection into a dc accumulator ring mounted in the synchrotron tunnel. An alternative is to build a small isochronous storage ring to compact several thousand turns. Computer simulations of the various extraction processes will be presented.
Introduction
The TRIUMF cyclotronl is a six-sector isochronous machine accelerating H-ions to a maximum energy of 520 MeV We are presently considering using TRIUMF as an injector to a higher-energy machine capable of producing proton beams of the order of 100 pA at energies suitable for the production of kaon, antiproton and neutrino beams of greater intensity than presently available. In this paper we will address the problem of Fig. 1 Figure 1 also shows how the bunch width has expanded to ±50°(12 ns).
Computer studies show that the existing circular trim coils cannot produce, for the scalloped orbits, a sufficiently rapid approach to sin4=l, but new coils following the orbit shape would do so. The coils would be best placed to augment one of the existing phase oscillations such as that at 430 MeV which would also provide a low electromagnetic stripping loss rate. In one case a scalloped triplet ±25 cm from the midplane with 190 At and 6B=4 G produced dsin4/dE=0.05 MeV-1 while Avz<0.07.
RF Turn Compaction
The second method of stacking beam is to reduce the accelerating voltage thus decreasing the radius gain per turn of all phases. A dee gap voltage decreasing with radius produces a time varying magnetic field Bz=(-dV/dR)sin4/w.f which expands the bunch longitudinally such that (dE/dn)Asinm = constant.4 The ASTOR code from SIN which simulates this compaction procedure indicates our best case is with 2.5% rf flat-topping and with the fundamental dee voltage dropping from 82 kV to a constant value of 11.5 kV. Under these condition 180 turns with an initial spread of ±6°could be compacted within 7.5 MeV and ±50° (Fig. 2) . This is about a factor of two better than magnetic turn compaction, basically due to the better matching of the emittance shape to the synchrotron bucket. For maximum extraction efficiency an isochronous phase history is needed over the region of the voltage gradient so that extra trim coils may have to be added to the cyclotron to flatten out the existing fluctuations of Asin4r±0.2.
Two schemes have been proposed to reduce the effective dee voltage at the extraction radius. In one scheme5 a grounded shielding plate is inserted into the existing dee structure just outside the desired extraction radius.
One possibility would be a plate extending from one resonator root to the other (Fig. 3) of HE to a lower limit of '-4% set by double charge exchange (Fig. 5) 
